
Photograph Â© Alec Soth. Priscilla, Los Angeles, (from The Last Days of W) (2008), 10 x 12 inchesAn ongoing print sale is bolstering fundraising efforts that promote progressive organizing in five battleground states.
Offering work from more than 150 photographers and artistsâ€”including Cindy Sherman, Alec Soth, and Ed Ruschaâ€”States of Change is selling 10 x 12-inch prints for $150 each with all proceeds going to the
Movement Voter Project, which is targeting 42 local organizations dedicated to fighting voter suppression in Arizona, Florida, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. All are printed on 100 percent cotton paper, unsigned,
and part of an open edition. Check out Colossal&#8217;s picks below, and grab your favorites before the five-day sale ends on October 18.Â (via Artnet)&nbsp;Photograph Â© Camille Seaman. Iceberg in Blood Red Sea,
Lemaire Channel, Antarctica (29 December 2016), 10 x 12 inchesPhotograph Â© Steve McCurry. Flower Seller. Dal Lake, Srinagar, Kashmir (1996), 10 x 12 inchesPhotograph Â© Ken Light. River Baptism, Moon Lake,
Coahoma County, Mississippi (1989), 10 x 12 inchesLeft: Photograph Â© Cindy Sherman. In a pensive sort of mood (11/1/2017), 10 x 12 inches. Right: Photograph Â© Diana Markosian. Backstage, Chechnya (2019),10
x 12 inchesPhotograph Â© Lelanie Foster. Sister (2018), 10 x 12 inchesPhotograph Â©Â Dru Donovan. Untitled (2019), 10 x 12 inchesPhotograph Â© Gregory Halpern. Untitled (2016), 10 x 12 inchesPhotograph Â©
Sebastian Kim. Lupita Nyong&#8217;o (2014), 10 x 12 inchesPhotograph Â© Irina Rozovsky. Untitled (from Island in my Mind) (2015), 10 x 12 inchesPhotograph Â© Alex Majoli. Scene of a Scarecrow (2015), 10 x 12
inchesAll images Â© Frank Moth, shared with permissionThe anonymous pair behindÂ  Frank Moth (previously) characterize their layered digital collages as nostalgic postcards from the future. Using vintage
photographs, the artistic duo merges retro visuals with natural elements like botanics and outer space to create playful composites that range from futuristic to romantic. Our work almost always revolves around
introspection, soul searching, and universal themes like eternity and human vices, they share with Colossal.Based in Veria, Greece, the pair sources images of tropical plants and starry expanses from a variety of sources,
including library and museum databases and other photograph-centered websites that offer copyright-free works. We still have our own huge inventory of images that we have been growing and expanding for many years,
after endless digging and searching in databases of very old photos and scanned clippings of old magazines from the 60s and 70s, they say.Pick up one of Frank Moth&#8217;s prints from Society6, and follow the latest
digital assemblages on Instagram and Tumblr.&nbsp;ï»¿In Rita Louro and Martina Stiftingerâ€™s We, abstract forms undergo a series of transformations that evince both their malleable properties and inflexibility.
Two-toned liquids gush into bulbous pools, fabric strips tether a diverse array of solid shapes in a single unit, and a rock-like substance cracks and crumbles into disparate pieces. While the amorphous forms are different
in texture, hue, and structure, they overlap and join together in new configurations.Louro and Stiftinger describe the animation as a visual essay that explores connection through a metaphorical study of interpersonal
relationships and social constraints and evokes personal experience. Set to serene audio by Los Angeles-based sound designer Ambrose Yu, We takes a captivating and calming approach to examining the current
cultural moment.To dive further into Lisbon-based Louro&#8217;s projects, head to Instagram, Vimeo, and Behance. Follow Stiftinger, who works and lives between the United Kingdom and Austria, on Vimeo and
Behance.&nbsp;All images Â© Tim Tadder, shared with permissionFirst coated in black, the anonymous subjects in Tim Tadderâ€™s portraits are cloaked with hypnotic swirls and thick drips of bright paint. To create the
mesmerizing images, the Encinitas, California-based photographer and artist pours a mix of colors over his sitters and snaps a precisely-timed shot to capture each drop as it runs down their necks or splashes from their
chins. There&#8217;s something about the human head, and the bald head, and the brain, and that way that everything is here, Tadder says as he gestures toward his own face. The soul is here.During Tadder&#8217;s
shoots, gloopy, viscous paint mixes in swirls and marbled-patterns on the subjects&#8217; heads, which are covered to mask distinct locks of hair. A video (shown below) captures his process and shows models
Kimberlee Howe and Mohamed Ouedraogo as they&#8217;re drenched in pools of color. As they&#8217;re photographed, the subjects often hold their breath and respond similarly to being submerged underwater due to
the weight and density of the paint, Tadder says.Explore more of the artist&#8217;s textured, multi-media works on Behance and Instagram.&nbsp;ï»¿Home within Home (2019), polyester fabric, stainless steel, 292.91 x
325.59 x 316.93 inches. Images Â© Do Ho Suh, courtesy of Lehmann Maupin, shared with permissionLiving and working in London, Korean artist Do Ho Suh (previously) is concerned with home, physical space,
displacement, memory, individuality, and collectivity, ideas he evokes in his life-sized fabric sculptures and installations. His 2019 piece Home within Home, which is suspended from an atrium in Incheon International
Airport in Seoul, positions two structures vertically, with the larger polyester and steel construction on top.Â This newer work evokes a similar piece from 2013, titled Home Within Home Within Home Within Home Within
Home, which placed replicas of Suh&#8217;s former living spaces within one another, from his first house in South Korea to an apartment building in Rhode Island.Often using his own experiences as source material,
Suh&#8217;s multi-media practice explores both the physical and metaphorical understandings of home as he considers the ways people occupy structures in specific times, locations, forms, and histories. The spaces we
inhabit also contain psychological energy, and in his work, he makes visible those markers of memories, personal experiences, and a sense of security, regardless of geographic location, a statement about his practice
says.Suh is represented by Lehmann Maupin, and you can explore more of the artist&#8217;s architectural sculptures, installations, and smaller works on the international gallery&#8217;s site.&nbsp;Home within Home
(2019), polyester fabric, stainless steel, 292.91 x 325.59 x 316.93 inchesHome within Home (2019), polyester fabric, stainless steel, 292.91 x 325.59 x 316.93 inchesHome within Home (2019), polyester fabric, stainless
steel, 292.91 x 325.59 x 316.93 inchesPassage/s (2017)Passage/s (2017)Photograph by Bevan Roos. All images shared with permissionTo draw attention to the ongoing refugee crisis, an oversized puppet will traverse
8,000 kilometers on a route starting at the Turkey-Syria border. From April to July 2021, Little Amal will travel across Greece, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Belgium, and France on a search to find her mother. To get back
to school. To start a new life. The international journey will end in the United Kingdom, with a celebration at Manchester International Festival. Good Chance Theatre, a London-based organization dedicated to
humanitarian and social justice efforts, is helming the public project embodying the urgent message, &#8216;Donâ€™t forget about us.The 3.5-meter tall character, which was created by Handspring Puppet Company, will
stop in 70 cities across Europe to meet with locals and participate in celebrations and education programs. At this time of unprecedented global change, The Walk is an artistic response: a cultural odyssey transcending
borders, politics, and language to tell a new story of shared humanity â€“ and to ensure the world doesnâ€™t forget the millions of displaced children, each with their own story, Good Chance writes in a statement.Check
out the official map of Amal&#8217;s international journey and planned events on the project&#8217;s site, and follow along with updates on her progress on Instagram and YouTube.Â (via It&#8217;s Nice
That)&nbsp;Photograph by Bevan RoosPhotograph by Bevan RoosPhotograph by Bevan RoosPhotograph by Bevan RoosPhotograph by Bevan RoosPhotograph by Bevan RoosPhotograph by Nick Wallï»¿You&#8217;d
be hard-pressed to find a better pairing for the flood of sourdough loaves baked in recent months than a pat of butter, and perhaps a tour of Le Beurre Bordier will inspire the next craze for ambitious home cooks. Claudia
Romeo, a journalist with Food Insider, meets with artisan Jean-Yves Bordier to document the processes of French butter making at the Bordeaux shop, revealing the slow and luxurious methods of manufacturing the milky
staple.Le Beurre Bordier is dedicated to 19th-century practices, including using a wooden malaxage, a large grooved wheel, to churn the substance and extract excess water. Workers knead the butter by hand, constantly
slicing it with their fingers and turning it over and over, before shaping it into miniature cones and stamped cylinders. The entire process is measured and manual, similar to the laborious nature of baking bread from
scratch.For more of Food Insider&#8217;s deep dives into global food culture, head to YouTube.&nbsp;&nbsp;All images courtesy of DB Burkeman and Rich Browd, shared with permissionFrom plastic grocery bags to
original emojis to household goods and paraphernalia, the yellow smiley face is an iconic mark of modern culture. A new book funding on Kickstarter celebrates the symbol&#8217;s decades-long history as it dives into
the eclectic uses that range from fine art to graffiti to Hollywood. In 60 pages, The Sm;)e Book compiles work from 70 artists, including Banksy, the Chapman Brothers, Â Alicia McCarthy, and James Joyce.Despite the
smiley&#8217;s well-known status throughout the mainstream culture, the book is particularly personal to co-creators DB Burkeman and Rich Browd. Burkeman shares with Colossal that his mother was fascinated by the
hippie movement and plastered surfaces with smiley face stickers and adorned her clothing with grinning patches and pins. As he grew up and later became a DJ, he noticed the symbol flourishing in the punk and rave
scenes as a new kind of countercultural mark. Browd had a similar childhood experience, growing fascinated by the icon in graffiti, skate graphics, and the Pop Art collection of a wealthy friendâ€™s parents.Today, the
duo remains enamored with the evolution of the smiley face and its prevalence in seemingly contradictory spaces. In the history of graphic design, I can think of no other symbol that has ever held such a dualityâ€”used
simultaneously as both a positive mainstream driver and a counterculture subverter of that very mainstream, Burkeman writes. He explains further:Now retired from nightlife and mostly confused by a lot of todayâ€™s
popular culture, Iâ€™ve watched the smiley return with a vengeance. Partly fueled by the prolific use of emojis, but also by the insatiable consumption and recycling of pop cultureâ€™s logos and tropes. Todayâ€™s
youth love and reuse them, regardless of whether the new users know the logosâ€™ origins or not: little girls and celebrities wearing the Thrasher logo who have never read the magazine or skated in their lives, hip-hop
kids wearing hair-metal or post-punk band shirts. Does it even matter that they have no idea what these bands sounded like or represented? Itâ€™s all part of this strange cultural cannibalism.Browd and Burkeman are
sharing glimpses intoThe Sm;)e BookÂ on Instagram, where you also can follow the collection&#8217;s funding progress during the next month. (via It&#8217;s Nice That)&nbsp;ï»¿All images Â© Mono Giraud, shared
with permissionThrough dreamy photographs, multi-disciplinary artist Mono Giraud accentuates the feathered fronds of wheat stalks and paper&#8217;s smooth curves. Based in the Palermo neighborhood of Buenos
Aires, Giraud consistently strives for simplicity and a focus on humble items in her practice that spans design, photography, and fine art. Iâ€™m interested in the conjunction of energy between objects and people, like in a
dance, she shares with Colossal.Evoking sprawling sculptures, Giraud&#8217;s garments are often neutral
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